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When it comes to jewellery there are all kinds of  
treasures that should be a part of  your collection 
but nothing beats the beauty of  diamonds and 
polki. Hazoorilal by Sandeep Narang, GK-1 
has a plethora of  options, in every style, colour, 
shape and size to elevate your jewellery box.  

Jewels
FROM

HEAVEN

1

3

4

2

1. Delicate 2. Old-world charm 
3. Traditional 4. Ostentatious

Snippet
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Snippet

right

1

BAG IT

One bag never fits all, we always need 
an endless variety of  staples to carry 
us through our many avatars, luckily, 
The Leather Garden has them all.

2

3

4

1. Beaded, 2. Embroidered, 3. Classic, 4. Micro

Snippet
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ILLUSTRATED BY MALVIKA RUPAREL

Fashion
AISHA RAO 

CHANTILLY BY SELINA NUSRAT 
PAPA DON'T PREACH BY SHUBHIKA

PUNIT BALANA
CHARU AND VASUNDHARA
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While we all understand how the wedding 
industry is a multi-billion dollar vertical that 
generates thousands of  opportunities for various 
enterprises, the ugly side is how utterly wasteful 
it is… It would be wondrous to see more people 

caring for just that very thought, lucky for us, Aisha Rao is just that. A 
woke designer is aware of  all the wasteful practices, and she is doing 
her very part to recreate magic with things that would otherwise be 
rotting in landfills. 

Hailing from Hyderabad, Aisha Rao is actually a lawyer by degree 
but it was design that caught her eye and she went to further explore 
her love for fashion in style hubs Barcelona and then in New York. 
It was only when she came back with the backing of  the worldly 
perspective of  fashion that she discovered her signature—occasion 
wear with a twist. 

Wholeheartedly a believer of  all things beautiful, Aisha Rao’s focus 
remains on creating ensembles for special milestones, with techniques 
like applique, zari, aari work, macrame, 
and more. The focus always remains 
on how to beautify the existing with 
the touch of  craft. Each garment is 
made from up-cycled fabrics that come 
together with her unique vision for 
creating pieces for the millennial bride 
with traditional artforms. 

The philosophy of  ikagai—the japanese 
art of  mending things to make them 
even  more beautiful runs deep within 
the roots of  the label. Each collection 
is an ode to this very thought, taking 
rejected fabrics/pieces of  cloth that 
would otherwise end up adding weight 
to the world, these are then beautified 
by adding her very own signature touch 
of  craft, workmanship and extremely 
cutting edge design that truly makes you believe that if  something is 
treated right, everything can be a piece of  art.

Head to them for an artful approach to your big day, her lehengas 
are one-of-a-kind and will most definitely take the stress of  adding a 
carbon footprint. 

dreamt in colour
"

woven in love
made with passion

Aisha Rao’s designs are 
meant for the sustainable yet 
luxurious creature within you.

EMBEDDED in art 
19
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A believer of all things beautiful, Aisha Rao's 
focus remains on creating exquisite garments

"
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Melding two completely 
different sensibilities 
—European and 
Asian with poise, each 
garment by Chantilly 

speaks both languages with ease, it’s the 
kind of  style that reflects your personality 
and Selina Nusrat has helmed it for years 
with the same ethos. 

Nusrat’s love for fashion began very early 
in life and her ambition to excel in this 
space was a seed that was sown after 
seeing her aunt work in the industry. She 
went on to learn all the necessary skills, 
gain education and empowered herself  
to form a label that truly spoke her 
language of  love.

Each piece is a symphony of  new meets old, backed with versatile 
silhouettes and fine embroidery in an array of  subtle tones that can 
fuse themselves in any style you identify with. Think timeless fashion, 
one that never goes off trend and is always on point.

Taking into account a variety of  inspirations, the ensembles still 
manage to keep separates feminine, elegant and distinctive. While 
each collection has an anchor, her latest one is an ode to the bride 
herself, “I wanted to show how the vulnerability of  a woman on 
her wedding day can still make her feel bold and beautiful. It’s  a 
portrayal of  emotions, happiness and inner strength” adds Nusrat.

French
Delicate and timeless, 
Chantilly by Selina Nusrat 
embodies classic fashion like 
nobody else
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Rainbow of love

WOVEN  IN A 

Papa Don’t Preach by 
Shubhika is a label that 
captures the flirtatious 
nature of  Indianwear 
with a whole lot of  fun.

Fashion
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Bright hues sprung with fine 
beads, sequins, a flurry of  
charms and more, Papa don’t 
preach by Shubhika gives a 
new definition to how you see 

your traditional ensembles. With an innate 
nature of  playfulness, each piece is threaded 
to perfection while keeping this very thought 
in mind. 

While the label was brought to life when 
now designer Shubhika Davda was still just 
a student and she would manage her time 
between college and running a bespoke 
atelier that tailored thought provoking 
pieces. Over the years, Shubhika created a 
name for herself  by creating a brand that 
not only catered to clothes but a whole mood 
that captured accessories in the same breath. 
They were equally dramatic and very very 
distinctive from what was available. 

Today Papa Don’t Preach is a go-to for the 
young and restless and all other age groups, 
her fierce urban outlook combined with an 
indomitable love for traditional silhouettes 
and styles creates a winning combination 
that appeals to everyone. 

the essence is
"

Traditional with an
unexpected twist

The bridal couture line was only 
added to her suite of  offerings in 
2012, and there has been no looking 
back, an eclectic mix of  taffeta, silk, 
net, and every fabric under the sun 
meet glass beads, applique work, 
motif  style sequins and a whole lot 
of  embroidery in a colour palette that 
simply cannot be missed. 

Each collection has a unique 
stronghold over her iconic aesthetic 
and is presented with ensembles, 
accessories, jewellery, shoes and more 
to match. Completing each look from 
start to finish without batting an 
eyelid, simply answering the forever 
question that troubles every bride—
what would I wear with this? 

Her fresh take on how you can 
contemporise your traditional 
ensemble with the power of  great 

design and colour is infectious. Don’t be 
afraid to take a chance, there is something 
for every style, mood and function that awaits 
you. Redefining what Indian couture could 
actually be, Papa Don’t Preach by Shubhika 
is the designer you need when you truly want 
to light up your look.

31



Print
Punit Balana’s creations are 
an ode to all things festive

When selecting an ensemble for a special occasion, 
there are many things to be considered; your 
style, the fit, the look, the accessories but most 
of  all, it’s about how they make you feel. It is 
this very ideology that Punit Balana’s designs 

are devised after. His looks are jubilant and always have a specific 
occasion in mind, all you need to do is match the two!

Crafted in the pink city Jaipur, Punit Balana has been known to 
dress the likes of  Alia Bhatt, Kareena Kapoor Khan, Jhanvi Kapoor, 

Madhuri Dixit and many other Bollywood A-listers, what makes his 
designs so irresistible to them you ask? The answer is simple—his 
creations are made for that ‘feel good’ factor and nothing else. 

An eclectic mix of  prints, patterns, traditional crafts and more, each 
garment is tailored to fit a special occasion. Be it weddings, festivals, 
intimate gatherings or anything else you have in mind, he has one for 
each one! His designs can never be categorised under one silo, they 
are everything you want in occasion wear and more. Each creation 
promises his impeccable tailoring, happy prints, and very unique style 
that will ensure that you stand apart. 

Fashion

PARTY
Print
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FancyFLIGHT OF The mother daughter duo 
began their journey with 
one goal in mind—to create 
luxury Western wear with 
Indian craftsmanship. Their 

silhouettes vary from a-line classics to 
draped dresses that are perfect for that show 
stopping moment in your life. Empowered 
with details like metallic embroidery, sequin 
patterns, and flouncy drapes, their clothes 
have an international appeal that can blend 
into any occasion. 

Taking their cues from global trends and 
amalgamating it with a chic yet modern 

approach, each creation comes to life 
with careful due diligence armed with 
deep research, apt sourcing of  fabrics that 
will withstand the test of  time and most 
importantly fine craftsmanship. 

Each collection takes its inspiration from 
self  actualisation, much like the ethos of  the 
brand, each of  these garments are designed 
to boost your inner goddess. Equipped with 
intricate embroideries strategically placed to 
enhance the wearer, sequins to sparkle all the 
right cords and flowy silhouettes to keep the 
look comfortable. It’s like a second skin, only 
a glamorous one!

There is nothing better than having an ensemble give you a lift of  
confidence and Charu & Vasundhara’s creations promise exactly that.
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Paradise
FOUND

Explore the finest couture in the Indian landscape, juxtaposing muted 
tones with shimmering details, bright classics with breathtaking silhou-

ettes and separates that make a statement. Usher in the season with the 
new custodians of  occasionwear that will make a statement every time.

PHOTOGRAPHY MADHU AKULA; STYLING AND ART DIRECTION GOPALIKA VIRMANILeft and right page: All lehengas, Itrh; All jewellery, Hazoorilal by Sandeep Narang, GK-1
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Left and right page: All lehengas, Itrh; All jewellery, Hazoorilal by Sandeep Narang, GK-1 
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Right page: Both ensembles, The House of Exotique; All jewellery on Jahanvi (left), House of MBj; All jewellery on Varsha (right), Hazoorilal 
by Sandeep Narang, GK-1; Left page: Lehenga, Ridhima Bhasin; All jewellery, Kantilal Jewellers ~ 1948
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Left and right page: Both 
lehengas, Papa Don’t 
Preach by Shubhika; All 
jewellery, Shri Ram Hari Ram 
Jewellers, Dariba Kalan
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Left page: Lehenga, Tamanna Punjabi Kapoor; All jewellery, Goenka India
Right page: Both ensembles, Ritika Mirchandani; All jewellery, Goenka India
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Fashion

Right page: Both lehengas, 
Sukriti and Aakriti; 

All jewellery, Kantilal 
Jewellers ~ 1948; Left 

page: Both lehengas, 
Papa Don’t Preach by 
Shubhika; All jewellery, 

Shri Ram Hari Ram 
Jewellers, Dariba Kalan
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Left and right page: All 
lehengas, Aisha Rao; All 

jewellery Shri Ram Hari Ram 
Jewellers, Dariba Kalan

HAIR AND MAKEUP KOMAL 
GULATI; TALENT ANJALI 

SIVARAMAN, JAHANVI 
DINESH PANDEY, VARSHA 

GOPALL; PRODUCTION 
MMC WORLD
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A true testament to the fact that age and experience are not 
the only things that add to wisdom, Janhvi Kapoor today is 
24, a wonderful actress with plenty of  notable films to count as 
experience, a bundle of  great movies just shy of  releasing, an 
unabashed woman of  today and very warm. All in all, an actor 
to watch out for and to watch constantly.

TEXT NIRJA DUTT; PHOTOGRAPHY VAISHNAV PRAVEEN/THE
HOUSE OF PIXELS; STYLIST NUPUR MEHTA PURI; CREATIVE 
DIRECTOR GOPALIKA VIRMANI

ShootingTHE

STAR

Blouse, Amit Aggarwal; 
All jewellery, Rare Heritage
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 Lehenga, Aisha Rao; All 
jewellery, Rare Heritage 

Cover StoryCover Story



Love to me is my family, it's about 
choosing something as a priority over 

and over again

"

Gown and jacket, Rahul 
Mishra; All jewellery, 
Rare Heritage 

Cover StoryCover Story
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Lehenga, Dolly J; 
All jewellery, Rare Heritage, 
Diamonds: Forevermark, 
Mehta Emporium Jewellers

Cover StoryCover Story
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Outfit, The House of 
Exotique; All jewellery, 

Rare Heritage

Cover StoryCover Story



If  I could tell one secret to my instagram 
followers it would be a question, 
really, why do you guys follow me? I 
think I post plenty of  rubbish” laughs 
Janhvi Kapoor when asked about her 

12.7 million followers who are glued to the 
screen just to watch her every move. Warm 
like sunshine and happy as a pod, Kapoor is 
your quintessential girl, uninterrupted. Her 
undying love for cinema began at a young 
age and while being an actor was always on 
the cards, she sees that there is no shortcut to 
success. “Nothing is guaranteed, there are no 
formulas for anything, the only thing you can 
do is try to be honest to your craft, keep your 
head down and work hard. There is no set 
rule that defines the kind of  films or a type of  
image one should have. If  you have a good 
story, then work hard at it and try to find 
honesty and it’ll get it’s due. Because at the 
end of  the day we are trying to make good 
cinema, that’s the agenda and everything 
else is just a byproduct.”

Surrounded by glitterati constantly doesn’t 
phase her inner being, her weakness includes 
athleisure and keeping things light and easy, 
even for makeup (she is currently the face of  
Nykaa), she loves the no-makeup look, one 
that literally comes closest to her truest self. 
Other things that are in her list of  ‘things 
I currently love’ are making reels with her 
friends, the song Rowdy Baby that always 
gets her in the mood to be productive, saris 
with a touch of  sequins and rhinestones and 

Titanic—a movie she can never be bored of. 
When asked about love, she smiles and says, 
“love to me is my family, it’s about choosing 
something as a priority over and over again, 
and never giving up on it. I hope I know 
what being in-love feels like soon”

In the times when work is the utmost priority 
and the only thing that gives her salvation, 
she still finds the time to keep true to her 
little rituals which keep her sane, a trip to the 
Tirupati Balaji Temple in Andhra Pradesh 
has been a mandate that she has followed 
before every project. Unfortunately she 
hasn’t been able to do it since covid-19 hit 
but she hopes to go back soon. Inspired by 
her iconic mother and father, she fondly tells 
us “I find inspiration from everyone I meet, 
my immediate tendency is to always look at 
the good in people and glorify their positive 
attributes.” One that definitely and positively 
impacted her is Gunjan co-star and award 
winning actor Pankaj Tripathi, they hit it off 
immediately and constantly drew from each 
other’s energy in the best way. 

“What I love about being an actress is being 
in front of  the camera, learning so much, 
meeting new people and travelling. But 
what’s truly magical is when you have that 
moment of  truth in front of  the camera, a 
moment of  discovery where you feel like 
you have discovered a new aspect of  your 

character, that feeling is unparalleled, you 
really feel like you have created something 
special and honest” explains Kapoor.     

When asked about weddings her fondest 
memories are those of  close friends and 
family’s functions like Sonam Kapoor’s 
wedding in 2018 and a few more but what 
she remembers most from them is the 
amazing love and heartfelt celebrations 
that resonated through them. The learnings 
from those have been that one must carry a 
change of  clothes that can be slipped into 
post all the pictures, entries and festivities so 
you can truly be yourself, Manish Malhotra 
can always make any ensemble dreamy 
and beautiful, saris are forgiving and must 
be worn more often and finally, something 
to invest in is a white chikankari suit that 
literally suits any occasion. 

Someday Kapoor hopes to find a partner 
who she can be her unabashed self  with and 
not be afraid to spend the rest of  her years 
by his side. The ceremony of  course would 
be a classic South Indian affair with lots of  
traditional food and all her friends and family 
by her side.

Makeup Riviera Vaz, 
Represented by Anima Creatives 

Hair Aanchal Morwani (hot.hair.
balloon) Production MMC World

Actor’s PR Agency Hype PR

Lehenga, Amit Aggarwal; 
All jewellery, Rare Heritage

Cover Story



Luxury
RARE HERITAGE
HOUSE OF MBJ
GOENKA INDIA

KOTAWALA
ILLUSTRATED BY MALVIKA RUPAREL
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RARE HERITAGE has been making 
bridal dreams come true just shy of  a 
decade and they just keep getting better.

luxury
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luxury

Rare Heritage is a one-
stop shop for fine 

jewellery, bridal couture 
and occasion wear

"
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luxury

Established in 2014 by third 
generation jewellers Nakshatra 
and Varun Mehta of  Mehta 
Emporium fame, and 
entrepreneur Manushi Singh, 

Rare Heritage is a one-stop shop for fine 
jewellery, bridal couture and occasionwear. 
Constantly inspired by grandeur, each 
design is unique and steeped with it’s unique 
language. Tailored for the whole bridal party, 
there is something for everyone here. 

Sprawled in their luxurious store are 
heritage classics that have been spun with 
a modern twist to meet the needs of  a 
contemporary bride. From bridal trinkets 
to keepsakes, there is one piece for every 
budget and style. Custom built pieces are 
made keeping in mind that there is a whole 
new chapter of  life that unfolds post your 
wedding, the detachable jewellery creations 
in particular are ideal investments that will 
last you forever. Each season ushers a new 
style wave in spring and autumn just in time 
for the wedding season. The collections are 

carefully thought through and designed 
true to the label’s ethos—traditional with a 
contemporary touch.  

Although the label’s flagship store is based 
in Mumbai, Maharashtra they have a 
pan-India presence. Many celebrities like 
Jacqueline Fernandez, Sonam Kapoor 
Ahuja, Taapsee Pannu, among others have 
adorned their creations. What constantly 
draws the audience back to them is the 
exhaustive selection and variety in every 
category. 

Featuring embellishments, hand-embroidery, 
crafts from all over the country all wrapped 
in a grand aesthetic, Rare Heritage goes 
beyond creating beautiful creations, they also 
work towards uplifting craftsmen and giving 
ancient techniques a modern market. 

The eventual goal for the brand is to have 
every bride have a piece by Rare Heritage, 
with a 95% conversion rate, it doesn’t seem 
impossible, in fact it’s closer than you can 
imagine. 
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Seldom do you come across a jewellery label 
that has held on to the same principles of  
fine craftsmanship from their inception, 
the House of  MBj is that rare gem who 
has and continues to till this very day. They 

started their journey into the world of  all things fine 
all the way back in 1897, from then on they have gone to create some 
of  the most creative and sought after creation in the market and retail 
out of  some of  the most popular cities in India. 

The house strongly believes in the power of  creating heirloom 
jewellery and this innate nature of  crafting pieces that will last a 
lifetime have made them one of  the most trusted jewellers in the 
market here and internationally. 

The journey has been carried on for six generations and so it’s no 
surprise that they understand the art of  passing on artful creations 
comes from their own experience. The strongest and most popular 
pieces are mostly based in gold that come with diamonds and polki. 
The craftsmanship and masterful eye required to create fine polki 
is something that very few labels have been able to capture and 
continue successfully for so long. 

Finery
AT ITS 
BEST 

The House of  MBj has been making jewellery 
since the past two centuries and they have only 
gotten better with time.

A creative mix of  contemporary and 
antique is the essential theme House 
of  MBj meditates on. The result is 
an eclectic mix of  keepsake worthy 
kadhas, intricate chokers, elaborate chandelier earrings among 
others that have enticed their clientele for years on end. 

Each piece has a story to tell, a theme to celebrate and an occasion 
to match, and bridal pieces are what the house closely resonates to. 
An array of  statement pieces that feature a variety of  gemstones 
including Burmese rubies, Colombian emeralds, polki diamonds 
and many more, each one is one to cherish. Their pieces have the 
power to make you believe in transformative jewellery and make your 
wedding look one to remember. 

Luxury

Each piece has a 
story to tell, a 

theme to celebrate 
and an occasion 

to match

"
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Goenka India has been at the helm of  creating contemporary diamond creations with the finest 
diamonds in the business and they are perfect for your big day.

luxury

THE

JEWEL
Crowning
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luxury

mindset, each piece is made like a work of  art. 

In addition to diamonds, the gemstone division also looks into high 
quality precious stones that are chosen with care and a sensibility of  
fine design. The vivid colours and transparency lends them to be 
ideal canvases for bridal pieces. 

Their collections include  masterful bridal pieces that are sure to be 
a gem in any bride’s look. Built with the simple thought that bridal 
creations aren’t meant to be heavy but beautiful, their craftsmanship 
truly comes alive in these pieces. With an array of  styles, there is 
surely one for every bride out there. 

IIt’s not cliche when they say ‘diamonds are a girl’s best friend’ 
after all, it is one of  the most precious materials known to man 
and crafting them just right takes decades of  excellence. The 
Goenka house has been synonymous with fine diamonds for 
decades of  excellence and in 2019 they launched the Goenka 

India label under the watchful eye of  Nitin Goenka. 

His knowledge base of  the gemstone dates back to years of  
understanding the international market and supplying fine diamonds 
to the most celebrated brands in the world. The Goenka India label 
takes in all these learnings and crafts pieces with utmost precision 
and craftsmanship. With an intrinsic artistic outlook and a global 
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Hailing from the city of  Kotah, Rajasthan, the label 
was originally launched by GDK Jewels in the 18th 
century. Over the past two hundred years, Kotawala 
has preserved the fine art of  diamond jewellery 
making and only uplifted it over time. Infact, one 

of  the biggest challenges with diamonds is mixing them with other 
gemstones without losing focus, Kotawala has the keen eye to make 
each gem shine alike and most importantly, make them shine in 
harmony. 

The art of  creating diamond jewelry in its traditional form flourished 
in Kotah during the 18th century. The jewels crafted today are woven 

with a rich family tradition, passed down from generation to 
generation resulting in its distinct quality perfected through 
skilled artisans and craftsmen. It is the brand’s relentless 
dedication to perfection that has led it to be the legacy heritage 
jewellers they are today. Their collections include an eclectic 
mix of  multi-layered diamond lariats that can be worn 
separately or together, rings of  all types, bangles that will stack 
up for the big day and can be worn as statement singles for 
daily wear, bracelets that always remain timeless and earrings 
that can be passed down generations. 

“Our collections represent a journey through heritage, 
traditions, culture and modernity and your treasure to preserve 
forever. We guarantee that each and every jewel bearing the Kotawala 
mark is perfect, unparalleled in quality and workmanship.”

The art of mixing 
diamonds with other 

stones without 
losing focus is unique

luxury

Diamonds
ARE 
FOREVER

Staying true to their roots and giving it a modern 
twist, Kotawala presents diamond jewellery in a whole 
new mood. Their treatment is fresh, the diamonds are 
brilliant and the craftsmanship is unmissable! 
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StonedPRETTY
The theatre of  jewellery 
shines bright through 
larger-than-life gems paired 
with fine craftsmanship, 
a delicate symphony of  
diamonds, the unabashed 
radiance of  polki and an 
unheralded mix of  semi-
precious stones. 

PHOTOGRAPHY MADHU AKULA 
STYLING MOUMITA SARKAR
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ASSISTED BY SIMRAN HANDA
HAIR AND MAKEUP KAAJEE RAI

TALENT SHERYL BENNETT
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Lifestyle
MASTERG

LA CHOCOLAT
NUI CRYSTALS 
ISHNA BATRA

KOMAL GULATI 
ILLUSTRATED BY MALVIKA RUPAREL
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lifestyle

everything

It’s not uncommon to feel like we aren’t 
doing enough for our society, in a coun-
try like India, there is a constant need 
to capacitate, invest and warrant causes 
that need a louder voice, one in par-

ticular caught founder Gayatri Jolly’s eye and 
once she saw it, there was no looking back. 
Welcome MasterG, a forum that works tire-
lessly to skill women to foray into the artisanal 
territory of  making garments. Each woman 
who walks in, strides out with a skill and shield 
to make a definitive change. 

After graduating from Parsons, New York and 
working with the big wigs of  the industry like 
Armani, Diane Von Furstenburg, Jolly gained 
experience in design and management in the fashion industry. Once 
she was back, the disparity in the workforce between men and wom-
en was evident and glaring and she knew she had to do something 
about it. That led to the birth of  MasterG, wherein she designed the 
‘Breaking Patterns Pedagogy’ to make it an ideological tool to inspire 
systemic and generational changes. She is driven to democratise the 
power of  making patterns and provide affordable training to individ-
uals who aspire to, but lack the access to tools to realise their fullest 
potential. 

The aim is simple, to break the pattern of  exclusion and welcome 
women pattern makers, moreover decision makers in the industry 
and the world. More importantly, to introduce a new definition of  
business which is ecologically as well as socially sustainable. “We have 
realised that fast growth and financial success does not result in social 
consciousness towards gender parity, ethical production and raising a 
humane industry” adds Jolly. 

Since 2015 over 2000 women hailing from the marginalised neigh-
borhoods have enabled their potential by breaking out of  patterns 
of  disparity. With seven active Training Centers, we are partaking in 
building resilient communities  across Delhi, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh 
and Gujarat and around 25 centres more to come by the end of  2021. 
Being a part of  the 131 companies that Acumen (a leading global 
company investor), they have reached marginalised neighbourhoods 
better and created a data-driven impact to break the last frontier that 
keeps women from becoming figures of  mastery. What lies ahead is a 
plan to develop a digital platform, audio-visual resources in regional 
languages and scaling our training to reach more underserved youth, 
pan India.

In the world of  fashion, breaking the norm may be 
the trend but behind closed doors there are few who 

are looking inwards and changing the narrative, 
MasterG is India’s first all women ecosystem that 

meditates on empowering them for a skilled future.

MASTERG:

P I VOT
BEING A

FROM

"
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dreamsSWEET

Brighten your celebrations with treats 
from someone who knows best, Anju 

Aggarwal’s La Chocolat tailors petit fours 
to match every occasion. 

Is there anything chocolate can’t solve? 
The answer is nothing. So when it 
comes to celebrations and festivities, 
it’s imperative they are present. Over 
the years, traditional mithais have 

become something that are exclusively 
reserved for ceremonies and chocolates have 
populated the giftables, especially when it 
comes to weddings. La Chocolat has been 
a part of  countless celebrations ever since 
inception and over the years they have only 
grown stronger. 

Established in 2008 by founder 
Anju Aggarwal, the idea was 
to bring in artistry in the world 
of  chocolate gifting with a 
passionate eye for bespoke 
details. Over the past decade, 
Aggarwal has crafted countless 
unique flavour profiles and 
made them look like a dream 
every time.

The most prevalent feature 
in all these creations has been 
their truthful approach about 
the shelf  life, these are instant 
pick-me-ups and aren’t made 
with any preservatives, which is 
what lends to the unparalleled 
flavour and quality. 

The luxurious gift hampers are made to 
order keeping in mind the occasion, the 
tastebuds of  the couple, family and friends 
and most importantly, they specialise in bulk 
orders. Capacity has never been an issue for 
Aggarwal, in fact, she embraces it with ease. 

Lifestyle



Crystal A home is best filled with good energy and 
NUI Crystals promises just that and more...

They say crystals have healing powers and must be 
handled with care, that’s exactly what mindful decor 
label NUI Crystals is synonymous with, creative, 
unique, and very thoroughly thought through design, 
each creation is one to definitely have and hold. 

The label was founded by Urvika and Sanjiv Kapur in 2016. The 
key was to present the world with thoughtfully designed crystal 
creations that can find their way into every home. Over time, the 

brand became a regular go-to when it came to custom wedding 
gifts, corporate gifts, home accents, furniture, crystal self-care 
and healing stones in different forms to create unique pieces 
of  art.

Having professional training and experience in Design and 
Spirituality, the designers at NUI are combining their learning 
to create exceptional objects for the discerning customer. The 

founders of  NUI are formally trained in Design and Gemology from 
the premier institutions in the field namely Parsons School of  Design 
New York and Gemological Institute of  America.

Crystal
CLEAR

Lifestyle
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The one piece of advice you wish 
you had known before becoming 
a bride? 
The mixed emotions on D-day! I 
wished that someone would have 

warned me about the roller coaster ride of  feelings it really is! I 
expected a completely rosy picture in my mind when I envisioned it.

Weddings should always be?
Fun, entertaining, classic and full of  memorable moments.

The one thing you always carry with you?
My phone and my self  confidence.

A brand you are currently crushing on?
Sabyasachi (always a crush), Georges Hobeika and Liastulla.  

The most fulfilling thing about being a mother is? 
Selfless and unconditional love. 

Three pieces every bride should have in her trousseau?
A saree, a little black dress and a classic white shirt. 

The newest indian label you’ve discovered 
off late and loved? 
Limerick by Abirr N’ Nanki.

girlGOLDEN

Mother, influencer, lifestyle and fashion 
enthusiast, Ishna Batra wears many hats, we 
caught up with her for a quick chat to tell us 

everything we don’t know.

Lifestyle
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Come 2020, weddings have changed 
completely, gatherings are smaller, 
clothes are lighter, gifts are bigger, 
invites are digital and photographs 
are everything! While they always 

held an important place in the list of  ‘things you 
must invest in’ , the age of  social media has made 

it much more important. And this is why it’s imperative that you and  
your wedding photographer synergise and understand each other. 
The added frills that were once optional are now basics that need to 
be included in your list of  requirements—teaser trailers, pre-wedding 
pictures, wedding videos, live streaming, reel friendly content, instant 
social media pictures and videos, the list goes on… While weddings 
may have become less extravagant the nuances remain the same, in 
fact they are more in focus. And since we are living in uncertain times, 
this is the one way everyone can attend is—pictures and social media.

The standard practice for selecting a wedding photographer  includes 
a few approaches that vary from knowing a photographer’s work 
really well or closely viewing their work through another wedding 
you’ve attended or seen closely or hearing about them through a 
close resource, research, a friend/relative. That being said, everyone’s 
process is personal but no matter how you make the choice, these are 
what should be the deal breakers for you.

lifestyle

picture,
longer

TAKE

LASTS
IT

A

And it does, which is why you need to select a 
photographer for your wedding that understands all 

your needs. Take a deep dive into the essentials of  
what you should consider before you seal the deal.
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Clearly state the number of  
functions you have, where they 
are located, what all you definitely 
want captured and then ask for a 
price, not a bulk wedding price. 
This makes it clear for everyone 
what is to be expected, how many 
hours approximately it will take 
and what all is on the agenda.

Watermarks are everywhere, be sure to 
let the photographer know exactly how 
you feel about them—would you like your 
photographs with or without them. If  there 
is a clash of  interest, have an open discussion 
and inquire if  there is a middle ground that 
suits both your and their needs.

Social media demands us to act instantly no matter what situation 
we are in, and weddings are especially tricky. It is not uncommon for 
wedding hashtags to trend with images that are seldom approved by 
the couple themselves (usually taken by friends or family out of  love), 
but if  you are specific about how your wedding appears on Instagram 
and other digital platforms have a chat with your photographer to get 
a few edited images a day from the festivities so they can be released 
instantly and distributed wherever needed with your consent.

While you may be picking the one who can capture 
your dreamy day just right, don’t forget that this is 
also something that will be shared on other platforms, 
wedding portals and channels. Within your contract 
include what kind of  release rights the photographers 
hold, which images are consented for this purpose and 
a timeline that deciphers exactly when they can go out. 

Always discuss timelines for receiving 
your photographs, videos and resources, 
put it down in the contract/email/any 
formal source of  agreement so that 
there is no room for change.

Most of  all, keep communication 
open, it is the lack of  discussion 
prior to the festivities that lead 
to irreparable repercussions on 
the big day 

A wedding photographer almost never works 
alone, there is always a team involved which 
leads to multiple angles and better coverage 
of  the event. This also leads to a large ‘dump’ 
of  photographs. Believe it or not, you might 
not get to see this large gamut of  pictures 
from your own wedding and just be privy to 
the selected edited few. Be sure to check with 
your photographer on their policy for this 
and then make a choice. 

Speaking of  work on display, always remember the 
website, Instagram and portfolio only carries those 
‘magical shots’, so if  you are selecting a photographer 
based on those, do make sure you see the complete 
set before you make a decision. Ask for more pictures 
from that particular wedding to get a complete sense 
of  how it was captured.

And lastly, no 
question is 
too small or 
too silly, no 
request is too 
outrageous, it's 
your wedding and 
eventually this is 
all you will have 
as a window to 
that wonderful 
time, make sure 
it's exactly how
you want it. 

"
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APPAREL 

• Abha Dalmia’s Royal Trousseau
Address: 4, Scindia House, 
New Delhi 110001.
Phone: +91 11 23312894, 
+91 9910421971
Email: abhadalmia@dalmiaholdings.com

• Abhinav Mishra
Address: The Dhanmill Compound 100  
Foot Road, SSN Marg, 
Chhatarpur, New Delhi 
110074.
Ground, 116 - A, Shahpur Jat, 
Siri Fort, New Delhi 110049.
Phone: +91 11 49055249,
+91 7838280607
Email: info@abhinavmishraofficial.com
Website: wwwabhinavmishraofficial.com/
Instagram: abhinavmishra_

• Aisha Rao
Address: ARDS Designs, 4th floor,   
Fusion House, plot no 22,
Banjara Hills Road Number 3,    
Hyderabad, Telangana 500034.
Phone: +91 7207356820, 
+91 9676589864
Email: hello@aisharao.in
Instagram: aisharaoofficial 
Facebook: Aisha Rao

• Akanksha Gajria
Phone: +91 9819817367
Email: gajria.akanksha@gmail.com
Instagram: akankshagajria

• Amit Aggarwal
Address: F-301, Near PortsideCafe   
Furniture Studio, Prem 
Chaudhary Singh, Lado Sarai,   
New Delhi 110030.
Phone: +91 9599396812
Email: retail@amitaggarwal.com
Instagram: amitaggarwalofficial
iamitaggarwal

• Amreana
Address: 605, Silver Arch Apartment, 
22 Feroz Shah Road, New Delhi.
Phone: +91 11 23357593,
+91 9811025255
Email: indru@positiveclothing.com,  
payalvaswani@hotmail.com

• Anshikaa Jain
Address: 1, Lala Lajpat Rai Marg, 
Near St Paul's School, Cantt, 
Lucknow 226002.
Phone: +91 9415007787,
+91 9621467787
Email: anshikajainindia@gmail.com 
Instagram: anshikajain_luckn 

• Anushkaa Bajaj
Address: R-3, Greater Kailash - 1, 
New Delhi 110048.
Phone: +91 9667710323, 
+91 8800744465
info@anushkaabajaj.com
Website: www.anushkaabajaj.com
Facebook: anushkaabajaj
Instagram: anushkaabajaj

• Anushree Reddy
Address: 8-2-686/K/3/1 Kimtee Sadan, 
Road No-12, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad 
500034.
Phone: +91 9848016032  
Email: anushreereddydesign@gmail.com

• AUM Ashima & Asit
Address: 5G, Shahpur Jat, 
New Delhi 110049.
Phone: +91 11 26490262, 
+91 11 49093188, +91 9811111459
Email: aumdesign@gmail.com 
Website: www.aumstore.in
Instagram: aum_ashima_asit
Facebook: aum ashima & asit

• Chamee and Palak
Address: 5, Ground Floor, Shubham 
Apt, Bajaj Road, Vile Parle West, 
Mumbai 400056.
Phone: +91 22 26102952,
+91 9930782891
Email: chameeandpalak@gmail.com
Website: www.chameeandpalak.com
instagram: chameeandpalak

 • Couture By Niharika 
Address: 9B,Topsia Road South, 
Kolkata 700046.
Phone: +91 9831004060
Email: niharikakamani@gmail.com
Website: www.couturebyniharika.com
Instagram: couturebyniharika

• Debyani
Address: 204/4, Lane W4-D, 
Western Avenue, Sainik Farms , 
New Delhi 110062.
Phone: +91 9999088824
Email: debyaniandco@gmail.com
Instagram: Debyani+Co
Facebook: DEBYANI + CO

• Devika Bhayana
Address: Bhayana Farm, Farm No. 2, 
Ghitorni, M.G Road, New Delhi 110030.
Phone: +91 9810211729
Email: devikabhayana22@gmail.com

• Devnaagri
Address: 6A, Shahpur Jat, New Delhi 
110049.
Phone: +91 11 26497801,
+91 9818378578
Email: info@devnaagri.com
Website: www.devnaagri.com
Facebook:  Devnaagri
Instagram: devnaagri
 
• Dyelogue By Rachita Parekh
Address: E- 203, Abhilekh Villa, Thal Tej, 
Ahmedabad 380052.
Phone: +91 9724502188,
+91 9724502188
Email: rachita27@gmail.com
Instagram: dyelogue
Facebook: Dyelogue by Rachita Parekh

• Essé 
Address: Essé, Sahib and Sunayana, 
Property Number 634, Ground Floor, 
Khasra Number 258, Lane Number 3, 
Westend Marg, Saidulajab, Saket, New 
Delhi 110030.
Phone: +91 97111 96386, 
+91 9910090330
Email: info@essedesignstudio.com
Instagram: esseclothing

• Frontier Bazarr
Address: Karol Bagh 5/71, WEA, 
Padam Singh Road, Karol Bagh, 
New Delhi 110005.
Rajouri Garden C-7, Ring Road, New 
Delhi 110027.
Phone: +91 11 45369999, 
+91 11 45277777, +91 9711800000
Email: info@frontierbazar.co.in
Website: www.frontierbazarr.com
Instagram:  frontierbazarr
Facebook: Frontier Bazarr- The Original

• I am Design 
Address: 416, Ground Floor, Shahpurjat, 
New Delhi 110049. 
Phone: +91 11 41602033, 
+91 11 41514033, +91 9811545353
Email: pjimdesign@gmail.com
Facebook: I am Design by Pratik
& Priyanka
Instagram: iamdesignofficial

• ITSOM
Address: Ambawatta One
H5/3, 5/4 Ward No.1,
First floor, next to elevator & stairway, 
Kalka Das Marg, Mehrauli, New Delhi 
110030.
Phone: +91 9958886688
Email: somya@edc.co.in
Instagram: itsombysomya

• Jayshree Kanwat
Address: 19A, Krishna Marg, Shyam 
Nagar, Jaipur 302019.
Phone: +91 9829247999
Email: kanwatjayshree@gmail.com

• Label Aditi Gupta
Phone: +91 9899795921
Email: info@aditigupta.in
Instagram: aditiguptaofficial
Facebook: Label Aditi Gupta

• Label Anushree 
Address: 8th Floor, Vastu Precinct, 
Opposite the Mercedes Showroom, 
Off Lokhandwala Road, Andheri West, 
Mumbai 400053.
Phone: +91 9819305338 
Email: label.anushree@gmail.com;
anushree.brahmbhatt@gmail.com 
Instagram: label_anushree 
Facebook: Label : Anushree

• Lajjoo C
Address: 1, Altamount Road, Raj Mahal 
Building, Mumbai 400026.
Phone: +91 22 23519730,
+91 9820152211
Email: lajjoochothani@gmail.com; 
lajjoocommunications@gmail.com

• ‘Loka’ By Veerali Raveshia  
Address: Casablanca, 11th Floor, Plot 
No. 130, Gulmohar Cross Road No. 10, 
Juhu Scheme, Vile Parle West, Mumbai 
400049.
Phone: +91 9820028669, 
+91 9820282105
Email: veerali@lokaverve.com;
info@lokaverve.com
Instagram: loka_byveerali 
Facebook: Loka By Veerali Raveshia

• MadSam TinZin
Address: 5K/2, Ground Floor, Near BSES 
Power House, Shahpur Jat,
New Delhi 110049. 
Phone: +91 11 26491011,
+91 9811985916, +91 8447415916
Email: info@madsamtinzin.com
Website: www.madsamtinzin.com
Instagram: madsamtinzin
Facebook: madsam tinzin

• Mannat Jain
Address: 3-A, Industrial Area-A Extn.,
Ludhiana 141003.
Phone: +91 161 4634009,
+91 7986570310
Email: info@mannatjain.com
Website: www.mannatjain.com
Instagram: mannatjain.official
Facebook: Mannat Jain

• Matsya By Utkarsh Ahuja
Address: A-67 Naraina, Industrial Phase 
1, New Delhi 110028.
Phone: +91 9599777781
Email: info@matsyaworld.in
Website: www.matsyaworld.com
Instagram: matsyaworld

• Mero Studio LLP 
Address: House Kh no 439, Jonapur, 
South Delhi, New Delhi 110047
Phone: +91 9871900125
Email: meharc02@gmail.com
Instagram: mero.studio

• Monika Nidhii
Address: 5J Jungi House, Shahpur Jat, 
New Delhi 110049.
Phone: +91 11 26499811,
+91 9999418535
Email: info@monikanidhii.com
Instagram: monikanidhii
Facebook: monikanidhii

• Monisha Jaising
Address: Monisha Jaising Pvt. Ltd.
Gr. Floor No. 2, Shailja Apartment, Pali 
Hill, Bandra West, Mumbai 400050.
Phone: +91 9820913298
Email: eboutique@monishajaising.com
Website: www.monishajaising.com
Instagram: monishajaising

• Mulmul
Address: D-104, Second Floor, 100ft 
Road, Chhatarpur, New Delhi 110074. 
Phone: +91 9810220059,
+91 9810220059 
Email: info@mulmul.co
Website: www.shopmulmul.com 
Instagram: shopmulmul
Facebook: Mulmul
 
• Mynah’s Reynu Taandon + Nikhita
Address: Ambawatta 1, H 5/3, Ward No. 
1 Kalka Das Marg, Near Qutub Minar, 
Mehrauli, New Delhi 110016
Phone: +91 8882519339
Email: mdrenutandon@gmail.com
Instagram taandonreynu, 
nikhitatandon

Directory
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• Nidhi Agarwal
Address: 201, 2nd floor, 16 Palm 
Avenue, Mangal Pushp Apartment, 
Kolkata-70019.
Phone: +91 33 4601848,
+91 9903977458
Instagram: nidhiagarwal.official

• Ohfab
Address: Osaw Handloom Pvt Ltd, 
Agrosaw Complex, Jagadhri Road, 
Ambala Cantt 133001.
Phone: +91 9901377200
Email: aanchal@ohfab.in
Website: www.ohfab.in
Instagram: ohfab.in                                             
Facebook: ohfab.in

• Pallavi Jaikishan
Address: Paraphernalia
27, Parag Apts. Shop No. 2, Peddar 
Road, Mumbai 400026.
Phone: +91 22 23511987,
+91 9930130830
Email: pallavijaikishanstore@gmail.com
Instagram: pallavijaikishanofficial

• Pallavi Puri
Address: D 19, Third Floor Defence 
Colony, New Delhi  110024.
Phone: +91 11 41670067,
+91 9958999232
Email: agarwalpayal26@gmail.com
Website: www.puripallavi.com
Instagram: pallavipuri.official

• Papa Don’t Preach by Shubhika
Address: Papa Don’t Preach, Inside 
Sunmill Compound, Opposite True 
School of Music, Lower Parel West, 
Mumbai 400013.
Phone: +91 7977948887
Email: customercare@papadontpreach.com
Website: www.papadontpreach.com 
Facebook: papadontpreachbyshubhika
Instagram: papadontpreachbyshubhika
 
• Payal Singhal
Address: Shop No. 3, Raj Mahal 
Building, Altamount Road, 
Mumbai - 400026.

Address: Turning Point Building, 
Junction of 1st & 16th Road, Khar 
West, Mumbai - 400052.
Phone: +91 9082112095
Email: inquiry@payalsinghal.com
Website: www.payalsinghal.com
Instagram: payalsinghal
Facebook: PayalSinghalInc
Twitter: payalsinghal
Pinterest: payalsinghal

• Peppermint Diva
Address: 4 Lee Road, Sumangal 
Building, Kolkata-700020.
Phone: +91 9748781413,
+91 9874447198
Email: dm_peppermintdiva@hotmail.com, 
pdaccts719@gmail.com
Instagram: peppermintdiva_india

• Prisha’s
Address: Unit 2EA Crystal Plaza, Link 
Road, Andheri West, Mumbai 400053.
Phone: +91 9930963322
Email: enquiry@prishaslabel.com
Website: www.prishaslabel.com
Facebook: prishaslabel
Instagram: prishaslabel

• Punit Balana
Address: Bungalow No. 2, Shivaji Nagar 
Civil Lines, Jaipur 302001.
Phone: +91 9829790326, 
+91 8769396507
Email: Punit_balana@yahoo.com
Website: www.punitbalana.in
Instagram: punitbalanaofficial
Facebook: punitbalana

• Rajdeep Ranawat
Address: 24, Meherchand Market, Lodhi 
Colony, New Delhi 110003.
Phone: +91 9810060160,
+91 9810115341
Email: rajdeep@ranawat.com
Website: www.rajdeepranawat.com
Instagram: rajdeep.ranawat.official
Facebook: rajdeep.ranawat.official

• Raji Ramniq
Address: 5, Market Road, Sector 26 A, 
Gurgaon 122002.
Phone: +91 8130332626, 
+91 9910966185
Email: rajiramniq@gmail.com
Website: www.rajiramniq.com
Instagram: rajiramniq
Facebook: Rajiramniq

• Rare Heritage—A Mehta Emporium 
Initiative
Address: ‘A’ Wing, 201 Hetal Arch 
Society, Above Mehta Emporium, Opp. 
Natraj Market, S.V., SV Rd, Malad West, 
Mumbai 400064.
Phone: +91 22 40032987,
+91 9821251197
Email: manushisingh@gmail.com
Website: www.rareheritage.in
Instagram: rareheritage
Facebook: Rare Heritage

• Rashi Kapoor
Address: 54E/1, Matheswartala Road, 
2nd Floor, China Town, Tangra, Near 
Big Boss Restaurant, Kolkata 700046.
Phone: +91 33 40602192,
+91 9831040589
Email: rashi.kapoor80@gmail.com
Website: www.rashikapoor.com

• Ridhi Mehra
Address: D-5A, Phase-1, Chhattarpur 
Enclave, Gate No. 2, Chhattarpur, 
New Delhi 110074. 
Phone: +91 9818870573,
+91 9818072244
Email: info@ridhimehra.com
Website: www.ridhimehra.com 

• Ridhima Bhasin
Address: B-56, Sector 6, Noida 201301
Phone: +91 8826261912
Email: info@ridhimabhasin.com
Website: www.ridhimabhasin.com
Instagram: ridhimabhasinofficial
Facebook: Ridhima Bhasin

• Ritika Mirchandani
Address: 14/Sai Darshan Building, 
Kemps Corner, Mumbai 400036.
Phone: +91 9930446555
Email: info@ritikamirchandani.com
Website: www.ritikamirchandani.com
Facebook: Ritika Mirchandani
Instagram: ritikamirchandani
 
• Rococo
Address: 118, First Floor, New 
Manglapuri, New Delhi 110030.
Phone: +91 11 41057721,
+91 9818515159
Email: rococo118office@gmail.com,
raghvi.rococo@gmail.com
Website: www.rococobyraghvi.com
Instagram: rococobyraghvi
Facebook: rococobyraghvi

• Rohit Bal
Address: B-23, Sector-3, Noida 201301.
Phone: +91 120 4673300 (30 Lines),
+91 9818269524
Email: caesar@rohitbal.com
Website: www.rohitbal.com

• Scarlet Sage
Phone: +91 9167354954,
+91 9167354954
Email: mail@shopscarletsage.com
www.shopscarletsage.com
Instagram: shopscarletsage
Facebook: Scarlet Sage

• Shahin Mannan
Address: A-85, Sector 4, Noida  20130.
Phone: +91 9654355489, 
+91 9990501110 
Email: shahin@shahinmannan.com  
Website: www.shahinmannan.com 
 
• Shakuntlam
Address: J-91, Main Market, Rajouri 
Garden, New Delhi 110027.
Phone: +91 11 41447433, 
+91 11 25110216, +91 8882226563
Email: shakuntlam@gmail.com
Website: www.shakuntlam.com
Instagram: shakuntlamxclusif

• Shyamal & Bhumika
Address: Delhi: 343, DLF Emporio, 
Vasant Kunj, New Delhi 110070.
Mumbai: Besides Crosswords, Under 
the Kemps Corner flyover, Near Peddar 
Road, Mumbai 400026.
Phone: +91 9953079001, 
+91 9833525200
Email: sales@shyamalbhumika.com
Website: www.shyamalbhumika.in  
Instagram: shyamalbhumika
Facebook: Shyamal & Bhumika  
Twitter: shyamalbhumika
Pinterest: Shyamal & Bhumika

• Simar Dugal 
Address: 1D Bharat Nagar, Friends 
Colony, Behind Mata ka Mandir, 
Delhi 110065. 
Phone: +91 9560607788,
+91 9582297294
Email: arjan@arjandugal.com,
shipra.simardugal@gmail.com
Instagram: simardugal

• Sonali Gupta
Address: C-3, Geetanjali Enclave, 
New Delhi 110017.
Phone: +91 9811757067
Email: info.sonaligupta@gmail.com

• Sozenkari
Address: Sozen Kari Private Limited
9A, Dr Martin Luther King Sarani, 
Kolkata, West Bengal 700016.
Phone: +91 9038029340,
+91 9830054835
Email: info@sozenkari.com
Instagram: sozenkari

• Summer by Priyanka Gupta
Address: D-10/6 , Okhla Phase 2, 
New Delhi 110020
Phone: +91 9899070899,
+91 9899070899
Email: info@lovesummer.in, 
sales@lovesummer.in
Website: www.lovesummer.in
Instragram: summerbypriyankagupta
Facebook: Summer by Priyanka Gupta

• Tamanna Punjabi Kapoor
Address: Ground Floor, Asudha Kutir, 
245 Waterfield Road, Bandra West, 
Mumbai 400050.
Phone: +91 8291212943
Email: tamannapunjabikapoor@gmail.com
Website: www.tamannapunjabikapoor.com
Facebook: Tamanna Punjabi Kapoor 
Instagram: tamannapunjabikapoor

• Tanveer Rim Saniya
Address: Ground Floor, Asudha Kutir, 
245 Waterfield Road, Bandra West, 
Mumbai 400050.
Phone: +91 9820250888, 
+91 9833202852
Email: tanveershad65@yahoo.com; 
rimkohari@yahoo.co.in

• The House of Exotique
Address: Manjula Farms, Mandi Road, 
Sultanpur, New Delhi 110030.
Phone: +91 9873800010
Email: info@houseofexotique.com
Instagram house_of_exotique

• Trish
Address: B-503, Quantum Park, Union 
Park, Khar (West), Mumbai 400052.
Phone: +91 9920802412
Email: trishbytrishadatwani@gmail.com
Instagram: trishbytrishadatwani
Facebook: Trish Couture

• Trupsel
Address: 5/9, Grants Building, 2nd 
Floor, Arthur Bunder Road, Opp. Cafe 
Basilico, Colaba, Mumbai 400005.
Phone: +91 22 22028010, 
+91 9820224782
Email: tbellad@yahoo.com
Instagram: trupselbombay
Facebook: Trupsel
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• Trusha Chauhan
Address: D1 D2, 3rd Floor, Tulsi Vihar 
Bldg, Dr. Annie Beasant Road, Worli, 
Mumbai 400018.
Phone: +91 8169834707
Email: trushachauhanlabel@gmail.com

• Umang Hutheesing
Address: Hutheesing Haveli Jaising Bhai 
Ni Wadi Gheekanta Road, 
Ahmedabad 380001.
Phone: +91 79 22167760,
+91 9722525566
Email: hutheesing.group@yahoo.com
Website: www.umanghutheesing.com
Instagram umanghutheesing
Facebook Umang Hutheesing

• Vikram Phadnis
Address: Vikram Phadnis Clothing India 
Pvt. Ltd. 1403, Remi Commercio, Off 
Veera Desa, Opp. Yash Raj Back Gate, 
Andheri west, Mumbai 400053.
Phone: +91 22 62367592, 93,
+91 9819444551
Email: vikramphadnis.designsindia@gmail.com
Website: www.vikramphadnis.com
Instagram: vikramphadnis
Facebook: Vikram Phadnis

• Yashodhara
Address: 76, Khan Market, 
New Delhi 110003.
F-564, Lado Sarai, 
New Delhi 110030.
Phone: +91 11 43587957,
+91 8851396712
Email: contact@yashodhara.co.in
Website: www.yashodhara.com
Instagram: Yashodharaofficial
Facebook: Yashodhara

REAL JEWELLERY

• Angel Jewels LLP
Address: JW 5080, Bharat Diamond 
Bourse, Bandra Kurla Complex, 
Bandra (E), Mumbai 400051.
Phone: +91 7208279977
Email: info@angeljewellery.co.in
Facebook: Angel jewels LLP

• Anmol
Address: Kakad Palace, Turner Road, 
Bandra (West), Mumbai 400050.
Phone: +91 22 61333444,
+91 9821013886
Email: info@anmoljewellers.in
Website: www.anmoljewellers.in
Instagram: anmoljewellers
Facebook: anmoljewellers

• Bespoke Vintage Jewels
Address: G501, Ambience Caitriona, 
Behind Ambience Mall, 
Gurugram 122010. 
Phone: +91 9900019881,
+91 9986329139
Email: shwe3438@yahoo.in
Website: www.bespokevintagejewels.com
Instagram: bespokevintagejewellery , 
shwetbybespoke
Facebook: Bespoke Vintage Jewels- By 
Shweta & Nitesh Gupta

• Birdhichand Ghanshyamdas
Address: Lakshmi Complex, 9, 
MI Road, Jaipur 302001.
D-21, Block D, Defence Colony, 
New Delhi 110024.
Phone: +91 85859 71971
Email: jaipur@birdhichand.com,
delhi@ birdhichand.com,
Website: www.birdhichand.com
Instagram: birdhichand

• Ghanasingh Fine Jewels -
Kamlesh Hemdev Group
Address: 50 Hemdev House, Hughes 
Road, Mumbai 400007.
Phone: +91 22 23632223,
+91 9821011002
Email: kamleshghanasingh@gmail.com
Website: www.ghanasinghfinejewels.com
Instagram: ghanasinghfinejewels
Facebook: Ghanasingh Fine Jewels

• Goenka India
Address: EC6060, E Tower, Center Wing, 
Bharat Diamond Bourse, Bandra-
Kurla Complex, Bandra East, Mumbai 
400051.
Phone: +91 22 26721003, 04,
+91 9967811112, +91 9820407087, 
+91 9820407067
Email: info@goenkaindia.com
Website: www.goenkaindia.com
Instagram: goenkaindia
Facebook: goenkaindia  

• Hazoorilal By Sandeep Narang, GK-1
Address: M -44, M Block Market Greater 
Kailash-1, New Delhi 110048.   
Branches- DLF Emphorio: ITC Maurya  
Phone: +91 11 41734567,
+91 11 45257700, +91 9811223344
Email: enquiry@hazoorilaljewellers.com
Website: www.hazoorilaljewellers.com 
Instagram: hazoorilaljewellers     
Facebook: Hazoorilal  By Sandeep  

• Jewels of Jaipur
Address: Gk-1 Jewels of Jaipur
S-11, BL Tower-1, Mahaveer Nagar, 
Tonk Road, Jaipur 302018.
Phone: +91 9772770555, 
+91 8696012111
Email: crm@jewelsofjaipur.com, 
sales@jewelsofjaipur.com 
Website: www.jewelsofjaipur.com 
Instagram: jewelsofjaipur
Facebook: jewelsofjaipur

• Kantilal since 1948
Address: Parle Point, Near Sargam 
Shopping Center, Surat, Gujarat 
395007.
Choksi Bazar, Parsi Sheri, Bhagal, 
Surat, Gujarat 395003.
Sunday Hub, Aamba Talavadi Road, 
Katargam, Surat, Gujarat  395004.
Phone: +91 261 2257753,
+91 9825870555
Email: kantilalbrothers@yahoo.com
Instagram: kantilaljewellers
Facebook: kantilaljewellers

• Khanna Jewellers
Address: Khanna Jewellers, Khanna 
Bhawan, Bank Street, Karol Bagh, New 
Delhi 110015.
Khanna Jewellers, F-39, South Ex 1, 
New Delhi 110049.
VRK by Khanna Jewellers - Boutique 
335-336, 2nd Floor, DLF Emporio Mall, 
Vasant Kunj, New Delhi 110070.
Phone: +91 11 45910000,
+91 11 45930000, +91 11 47029463, 
+91 9090906200, +91 9090900324
Email: customercare@khannajeweller.com , 
vrk@khannajeweller.com
Website: www.khannajeweller.com
Instagram: khannajewellerskj
Facebook: KhannaJewellersKJ

• Kotawala
Address: 57, Ring Road, Lajpat Nagar-3, 
Delhi 110024.
Phone: +91 11 41007893,
+91 9999709709
Email: ashish@kotawalagroup.com
Website: www.kotawala.com
Instagram: kotawalajewels
Facebook: kotawalajewels

• Manubhai Jewellers
Address: Lokmanya Tilak Road, Mini 
Zaveri Bazaar, Mhatre Wadi, Borivali 
West, Mumbai 400092.
Phone: +91 22 28992042
Email: marketing@manubhai.in
Website: www.manubhai.in
Instagram: manubhaijewels
Facebook: Manubhai Jewellers

• Nemichand Bamalwa & Sons
Address: 16A, Shakespeare Sarani, 
3rd Floor, Kolkata 700071.
Phone: +91 33 22825624,
+91 9831052508
Email: information@bamalwa.com
Website: www.bamalwa.com

• Nirakara Jewels
Address: F- 48, South Extension, 
Part-1, New Delhi 110049.
D-Mall, Netaji Subhash Place, New 
Delhi 110034.
Phone: +91 9871095653
Website: www.nirakarajewels.com
Instagram: nirakarajewels
Facebook: nirakarajewels

• Rambhajo’s
Address: Pearl Premier, 4, Jamna Lal 
Bajaj Marg, C-Scheme, Jaipur 302001.
+91 141 4005830, 31, 32, 33, 34,
+91 9116188502
Email: jewellersrambhajo@gmail.com
Website: www.rambhajo.com
Instagram: thehouseoframbhajos
Facebook: thehouseoframbhajos

• Raniwala 1881
1, Hawa Sadak Road, C-Scheme, 
Geejgarh Vihar Colony, Civil Lines, 
Jaipur 302006.
Phone: +91 141 2214008
+91 9001292655
Email: raniwalajewellers@yahoo.com,
info@raniwalajewellers.com
Website: www.raniwalajewellers.com
Instagram: raniwala1881
Facebook: raniwala1881

• Rare Heritage—A Mehta Emporium 
Initiative
Address: ‘A’ Wing, 201 Hetal Arch 
Society, Above Mehta Emporium, Opp. 
Natraj Market, S.V., SV Rd, Malad West, 
Mumbai 400064.
Phone: +91 22 40032987,
+91 9821251197
Email: manushisingh@gmail.com
Website: www.rareheritage.in
Instagram: rareheritage
Facebook: rareheritagemumbai

• Rawat Jewels, Jaipur
Address: 14 J.L.N. Marg, Jaipur 302004.
Phone: +91 141 2620051, 52,
+91 9828013250
Email: info@rawatjewels.com
Website: www.rawatjewels.com
Instagram: rawatjewels  
Facebook: rawatjewelsjaipur

• Razwada Jeweles Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Shop no 7, A. N. Chambers, 
Turner Road, Bandra West, 
Mumbai 400050.
Hughes Road: Shop No. 1/B, Mani 
Bhavan, 54, Hughes Road, Opp. 
Dharam Palace, Mumbai  400007.
Phone: +91 22 26555666, 777 ,
+91 9322266303, +91 8286006303
Email: razwadajewels@gmail.com
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• Shri Ram Hari Ram Jewellers, 
Dariba Kalan
Address: 1658 &1659, Dariba Kalan Rd, 
Chandni Chowk, New Delhi 110006.
Phone: +91 11 23267787,
+91 8130689908
Email: corporate@srhr.in 
Instagram: shriramhariramjewellers
Facebook: Shri Ram Hari Ram Jewellers

• Sunita Shekhawat Jaipur 
Address: B-6B, Prithviraj Road, 
Jaipur 302001.
D-18, Defence Colony, New Delhi 
110024.
DLF Emporio, Vasant Kunj,
New Delhi 110022.
Phone: +91 141 2361385, 95, 
+91 11 24331395, 97, 
+91 11 40114377,
+91 9929777005, +91 9829050043
Email: info@sunitashekhawat.com
Website: www.sunitashekhawat.com  
Instagram: sunita_shekhawat_jaipur
Facebook: sunitashekhawatjaipur

• Tholia’s Kuber
Address: Tholia Building, M.I.Road, 
Jaipur 302001.
Phone: +91 141 2377416,
+91 9950567567
Email: tholiaskuber@gmail.com
Website: www.tholiskuber.com
Instagram: tholiaskuber

• Vilandi by Shikherjee Jewellers
Address: 28, Jangpura Road, 
Bhogal, New Delhi 110014.
Phone: +91 11 24370011, 
+91 1124375474, +91 9810117033, 
+91 9999033422
Email: Shikherjee@gmail.com 
Website: www.Shikherjee.com
Intagram: vilandiofficial
Facebook: VilandiOfficial

SEMI PRECIOUS JEWELLERY

• Azotiique By Varun Raheja
Address: Shop No.1, Lotia Palace, 
Linking Road, Khar (W), Mumbai 
400052.
Phone: +91 9833245502
Email: azotiique@gmail.com 
Website: www.azotiique.com
Instagram: azotiique
Facebook: azotiique

• Curio Cottage
Address: No 6. Crystal Blue. Corner of 
16th and Khar Danda Rd. Khar(W). 
Mumbai 400052.
Phone: +91 22 24689908,
+91 9619900362
Email: info@curiocottageindia.com
Website: www.curiocottage.in
Instagram: curiocottagejewelry 
Facebook: curiocottage  

• Purab Paschim by Ankit Khullar 
Address: Ambawata One Mehrauli , 
D-19, 2nd Floor Defence Colony, 
New Delhi 110024. 
Phone: +91 9873313872, 
+91 9873300060
Email: purabnpaschim@gmail.com
Instagram: purabpaschim
Facebook: purabpaschimbyankitkhullar

• Tad by Ameesha Dalmia
(Semi-precious and Costume Jewellery )
Address: 1st Floor , Metro Motor House, 
Above Mercedes Showroom, Hughes 
Road, Mumbai 400007.
Ms. Ameesha Dalmia
Phone: +91 9820302026
Instagram: tadaccessories
Facebook: tadaccessories

CUTLERY

• Bèspoke Home Jewels by Minjal J
Address: 216/A2, Gulmohar Lane, 
Gautam Nagar, New Delhi 110049.
Phone: +91 9811228856
Email: Info@bespokehomejewels.com
Website: www.bespokeehomejewels.com
Instagram: bespokehomejewels

• Ekaani
Address: A-2, Prem Sagar, Opp. AND 
Store, Linking Road, Khar West, 
Mumbai 400052.
Phone: +91 22 26488962,
+91 9833511899
Email: argentoindia@gmail.com 
Website: www.ekaani.com
Instagram: ekaani.mumbai 

• El’unique 
Address: E-22, 2nd Floor, South 
Extension Part-2, New Delhi 110049.
Phone: +91 11 41629925,
+91 8377995925
Email: elunique.southex@gmail.com
Website: www.elunique.in
Instagram: elunique.india
Facebook: eluniquesilver

• Faaya
Address: 311 Veena Killedar Industrial 
Estate, 10/14 Pais Street, Byculla (W), 
Mumbai 400011.
Phone: +91 22 23091774/5,
+91 9821127963, +91 9820235562
Email: sales@faayagifting.com, 
faayadesigns@gmail.com
Website: www.faayagifting.com
Instagram: faayagifting 
Facebook: faayagifting 

• Xaka
Address: F7/7, Vasant Vihar, Ground 
Floor, New Delhi 110057.
Phone: +91 11 43004302,
+91 9899266612
Email: xakaconcepts@gmail.com
Instagram: xakacutlery 
Facebook: xakacutlery

SHAWLS

• Araaish Pashmina Emporio
Address: 18 country homes east, 
Ludhiana 141008.
Phone: +91 9815027500
Email: vandana0633@gmail.com
Instagram: araaishpashminaemporio
Facebook: AraaishPashmina

• Kavita Jain Vasudeva
Address: 9, Prithviraj Road, A-18, Marval 
Arch, New Delhi 110001.
Phone: +91 9810004561
Email: kavitajainvasudeva@gmail.com

WEDDING FAVOURS

• Argent or Silver 
Address: D-8, Defence Colony, 
New Delhi 110024.
233A, DLF Emporio, Vasant Kunj, New 
Delhi 110070.
Phone: +91 11 41026496,
+91 9870276800, +91 9870215400
Email: sales@argentorsilver.com
Website: www.argentorsilver.com

• Bèspoke Home Jewels by Minjal J
Address: 216/A2, Gulmohar Lane, 
Gautam Nagar, New Delhi 110049.
Phone: +91 9811228856
Email: Info@bespokehomejewels.com
Website: www.bespokeehomejewels.com
Instagram: bespokehomejewels

• Brownsalt Bakery 
Address: Plot No. 18/6, Sunbeam 
Building, R.A.K. Road, Opp. S.B.I Bank, 
Wadala West, Mumbai 400031.
Phone: +91 22 24152863,
+91 9920609863 
Email: hello@brownsaltbakery.com
Website: www.brownsaltbakery.com

• Celeste Chocolates Pvt. Ltd.
Address: A- 12, Wazirpur Industrial Area, 
New Delhi 110052.
Phone: +91 11 47559999,
+91 9810064545
Email: celesteartesano31@gmail.com, 
bhagerianidhi31@gmail.com

• Ekaani
Address: A-2, Prem Sagar, Opp. AND 
Store, Linking Road, Khar West, 
Mumbai 400052.
Phone: +91 22 26488962,
+91 9833511899
Email: argentoindia@gmail.com 
Website: www.ekaani.com
Insatgram: ekaani.mumbai

 • El’unique 
Address: E-22, 2nd Floor, South 
Extension Part-2, New Delhi 110049.
Phone: +91 11 41629925,
+91 8377995925
Email: elunique.southex@gmail.com
Website: www.elunique.in
Instagram: elunique.india
Facebook: eluniquesilver

• La Chocolat
Address: SCF 128-129, Sector 14 
Market, Faridabad, Haryana 121007.
Phone: +91 9811871763, 9899492190
Email: lachocolat@rediffmail.com 
Website: www.lachocolatluxurysweets.com 
Instagram: achocolatepicureansweets
Facebook: achocolatepicureansweets

• Occassions by Renu Ganeriwal
Address: N-14, Greater Kailash-1, 
New Delhi 110048.
Phone: +91 9810002912,
+91 9810002912
Email: renuganeriwala@gmail.com

• Santieb’s
Address: 24, Camac Street, Camac 
Square Mall, Room 204, 2nd Floor, 
Kolkata 700016.
Phone: +91 33 40653290,
+91 9830483698
Email: info@santiebs.com

• Saugaat by Bikanervala
Address: Zamrudpur Commercial 
Complex, E-7, Local Road, Near HDFC 
Bank, Greater Kailash II, New Delhi, 
Delhi 110048.
Zamrudpur Commercial Complex,
E-7, Local Road, Near HDFC
Phone: +91 11 48600001,
+91 7888000001
Email: info@saugaat.co.in
Website: www.saugaat.co.in
Instagram: saugaatbybikanervala
Facebook: saugaatbybikanervala

• SR Artefacts Pvt. Ltd.
Address: 3, Shiv Smriti Chambers, 49 A, 
Dr. AB Road, Worli, Mumbai 400018.
Phone: +91 22 24907070, 8080,
+91 7045677070
Email: sr@srartefacts.com
Website: www.srartefacts.com

• Tamary
Address: Shop No. 3, CR2 Mall, Nariman 
Point, Mumbai 400021.
Phone: +91 22 66545338, 
+91 22 66311083
Email: sales@tamary.in 
Website: www.tamary.in

ACCESSORIES

• Cosa Nostraa
Phone: +91 7232828888
Email: tanuj@cosanostraa.com
Website: www.cosanostraa.com
Instagram: cosanostraastudio 
Facebook: cosanostraastudio 

• Izzari by Aanchall Jain
Address: H-5/5, Ambawatta One, Behind 
Qutub Minar, New Delhi 110030.
Phone: +91 9991700275
Email: sales@theizzari.com
Website: www.theizzari.com
Instagram: the_izzari
Facebook: IZZARI by Aanchall Jain
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• Mehak Jain Luxury Diamond Watches (Unit 
of Abhinandan Jewellers )
Address: BK-86, Shalimar Bagh, New 
Delhi 110088.
Phone: +91 11 45534059, 
+91 1140073516, +91 9910001601
Email: abhinandanjewellers@gmail.com
Instagram: abhinandanjewellers
Instagram: mehakjain_ luxurydiamondwatches
Facebook: abhinandanjewellers

NIGHT WEAR

• La.q.una
Address: 1/3, K M Khandsa Road, 
Gurgaon, Haryana, Gurgaon 122004.
Phone: +91 9650333690,
+91 9910408587
Email: info@shoplaquna.com 
Website: www.shoplaquna.com 
Instagram: laquna_
Facebook: Laquna 
Pinterest: LAQUNA  
Youtube: shopLAQUNA

BAGS & CLUTCHES

• Aanchal Sayal
Workshop:
Address: 118 new manglapuri,
Mandi road, Chattarpur 110030.  
Phone: +91 9650452445
Email: aanchal.sayal@gmail.com
Website: www.aanchalsayal.in

• Bag Boutique
Address: 16A /19,W.E.A, Ajmal Khan 
Road, Karol Bagh, New Delhi 110005.
Phone: +91 11 40554747,
+91 9811105794
Email: bagboutique2018@gmail.com
Instagram: bagboutiqueinsta 

• Beau Monde 
Address: D-42, Defence Colony, 
New Delhi 110024.
Phone: +91 9810496474
Email: beaumondeglobal@gmail.com
Instagram: beaumondeaccessories

• Lovetobag
Address: 87b Baba House Shahpurjat 
New Delhi 110049.
Phone: +91 11 43103680,
+91 9711516200
Email: info@lovetobag.com
Website: www.lovetobag.com
Instagram: lovetobag
Facebook: Lovetobag

• On Our Own
Address: 501, Darshan Residency, 
104/105 Baikundham Society, Bh 
Anand Bazaar, Indore 452001.
Phone: +91 9873238193, 
+91 9826065704
Email: onourown.info@gmail.com
Website: onourown.co
Instagram: onourown.co

• The Leather Garden 
Phone: +91 9958850933
Email: customercare@theleathergarden.com
Website: www.theleathergarden.com 
Instagram: theleathergarden
Facebook: theleathergarden 
 
PACKAGING & GIFTINGS

• Argentum Art
Address: 2, 8-2-293/82/A/486, 
Signature 36, Road No.10, Jublee Hills, 
Hyderabad 500033.
Phone: +91 40 35163596,
+91 9885020811
Email: argentumarts1@gmail.com
Website: www.argentumarts.co.in
Instagram: argentumartshyderabad     
Facebook: Argentum Arts Hyderabad

• Eternal Grace 
Address: Ingenious Appliances & 
Packaging Pvt. Ltd
Plot No-371, Udyog Vihar, Phase-2, 
Gurgaon 122016.
Phone: +91 124 4201449, 
+91 124 4214821, +91 9818702177
Email: info@eternalgrace.co
Website: www.eternalgrace.co

• H N Invitations & Design
Address: L-3, Hauz Khas Enclave, 
New Delhi 110016.
Phone: +91 7838481874,
+91 9811066528
Email: hninvitations@hotmail.com
Website: www.hninvitations.com

FOOTWEAR

• 5 Elements by Radhika Gupta
Address: F-419, Sector-63, 
Noida 201301.
Phone: +91 120 4091612,
+91 9810819481
Email: guptaradhika@5-elements.co.in 
Website: www.5-elements.co.in

• Inochhi 
Address: 203/204, Wadala Udyog 
Bhavan, Naigum Cross Road, Wadala, 
Mumbai 400031.
Phone: + 91 22 24136344,
+91 9930005522, +91 9820049322
Email: deepali@inochhi.com, 
abhir@inochhi.com
Instagram: inochhiofficial

• Kkarma By Kabir Varma 
Address: 1102, Midtown Apts., 
Worli, Mumbai 400018.
Phone: +91 9820058223, 
+91 9819706204
Email: kkarmadesigns@gmail.com
Instagram: kkarmaaccessories
Facebook: kkarmaaccessories

• Rohan Arora
Address: 83/4A, Ballygunge Place, 
Kolkata 700019.
Phone: +91 33 24605035,
+91 9831945902
Email: rohanaroradesign@hotmail.com
Instagram: therohanarora 

MAKE-UP ARTISTS

• Komal Gulati
Address: CC-04, House No. 1, Anupam 
Garden, Lane 5, Opp. Country Club, 
Sainik Farms, New Delhi 110068.
Phone: +91 9811033843 
Email: makeupkg@gmail.com,
komal@komalgulati.com
Website: www.komalgulati.com

• Mehak Oberoi
(By appointment)
Phone: +91 9997488888
Email: mehakoberoi.v@gmail.com 
Instagram: mehakoberoi

• Pallavi Devika 
Address: Qutab View, Mehrauli,
New Delhi 110030.
Phone: +91 9811647125 
Email: devikapallavi@yahoo.com
Instagram: pallavidevika

WEDDING VIDEOGRAPHER /

PHOTOGRAPHER

• Studio A
Address: #2, P.S. Sivasamy Road, 
Mylapore, Chennai 600004.
Phone: +91 7299922881
Email: contact@amarramesh.com
Website: www.studioa.amarramesh.com

WEDDING DECORATOR

• Anika Dhawan Gupta - Rani Pink
Phone: +91 9818526121
Instagram: ranipinklove

• Eventree
Address: C-15, Hauz Khas, 2nd Floor, 
New Delhi 110016.
Phone: +91 11 41629665,
+91 9811148831
Email: eventree@gmail.com
Instagram:
sukhmanisarin_eventreeweddings

• Lifetime Expressions By Sahiba Singh
Address: 10, Raj Niwas Marg, 
Civil Lines, New Delhi 110054.
Phone: +91 9910037065
 
WEDDING CATERERS

• Fork’N’Spoon Catering Pvt.Ltd.
Address: Deep Plaza, Khasra No. 1273, 
1st Floor, Main Delhi-Gurgaon Road, 
Kapashera, New Delhi 110037.
Phone: +91 9871825252
Email: arjun@nijhawangroup.com,
tania@nijhawangroup.com
Website: www.forknspoon.co.in 

TROUSSEAU PACKERS

• Tronc&Co
Address: E-164, Neelkanth Apartments, 
Apartment-2, Ramesh Marg, 
C-Scheme, Jaipur 302001.
Phone: +91 9829811110,
+91 9828228222
Email: troncandco@gmail.com

VENUES

• JW Marriott New Delhi, Aerocity
Address: Asset Area 4, Hospitality 
District, Near IGI Airport, Aerocity | 
New Delhi 110037.  
Phone: +91 11 45212121,
+91 8527298229
Email: Sukhjyoti.Paul@marriotthotels.com
Website: www.marriott.com/hotels/
travel/delap-jw-marriott-hotel-new-
delhi-aerocity/
Instagram: JWMarriottDelhi

NGO

• Archisha
Address: 63, Jor Bagh, 
New Delhi 110003.
Ms. Shradha Vedbra
Phone: +91 9810012062
Email: info@archisha.co

• Helping Hands Foundation 
Address: Malkani Chambers, 4th Floor, 
Same Lane as Orchid & Bawa Hotel, 
Opp. Airlink Hotel, Nehru Road, Vile 
Parle, Mumbai 400099.
Phone: +91 9820129535
Email: hhindia.helpinghands@gmail.com 
Website: www.helpinghandsindia.in

Directory
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Celebrity makeup artist and hairstylist 
extraordinaire, Komal Gulati’s touch 
of  magic is always in demand. Here 
are her quick tips and tricks that she 
swears by after being in the business 
of  beauty for decades.

Last word

RIGHT
Glow

A signature Komal Gulati bride look would be?
Something that enhances the bride’s natural features and uplifts 
her face. I also ensure to stay true to tone and avoid that ‘dull’ or 
‘bronzed’ look that comes in with the wrong base.

Two bridal looks that never fail? 
Number one has to be nude, it suits every face and the number two 
is smoky eyes. Both of  them are classics and always create an impact.

The one thing a bride should do before selecting her 
makeup artist? 
Definitely check her instagram page! This gives you a great insight 

into the artist’s innate aesthetic and helps 
you decide if  it resonates with yours.

Trends that you are seeing currently? 
Covid-19 has definitely made gatherings 
intimate, so lighter makeup and open hair 

with soft waves is something clients are repeatedly asking 
for. Another change that has made a significant difference is that the 
ceremony happens in the beginning and the rest of  the day/night are 
spent enjoying the festivities, this is a plus for artists since the first few 
hours is when makeup looks its best. 

Things the bride should always have with her? 
Since it’s almost impossible for the bride to carry these things herself, 
her shadow or best friend must always have the bride’s potli, a mask, 
the exact lip shade the bride is wearing, compact, safety pins and 
mint.

One trend that can be avoided? 
Chunky glitter on the eyes is always tricky and can be easily done 
without. And never wear the wrong foundation shade, it ruins the 
whole look. 

Makeup products that have stood the test of  time? 
Lakme waterproof  kajal and M.A.C Pro Longwear Fluidline Eyeliner 
Gel in Blacktrack.

M.A.C Cosmetics Pro 
Longwear Fluidline Eyeliner 

Gel in Blacktrack 

Lakme Eyeconic 
Kajal in Black
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